
Reach IEEE-Eta Kappa Nu students, the brightest 
students in electrical and computer engineering 
and allied fields in the world.

Media Kit



Why HKN?
By working with IEEE-HKN, your company or university will reach a 
select group of high-achieving, service-oriented students from 
268 university chapters around the world. These future leaders are actively 
involved in our conferences, events, and workshops, giving your company 
or university the opportunity to recruit, educate, and engage the best 
and the brightest. 

“It has been
a great experience

working together with IEEE-HKN
to organize learning opportunities for 

the student chapters through technical workshops 
and training. We are able to work closely with some 

of the most talented and motivated engineering students 
that can be found nationwide. The organization is such 

a valuable resource for students and industry.”

MARK EASLEY,
Texas Instruments 
University Program

“
Engage with IEEE-HKN if you 

are looking for recent, high-potential 
Engineering and Technical talent or HKN alums.” 

JOSEPH SLEVIN,
Talen Acquisition Advisor, 

Southern California Edison

ATTITUDE

CHARACTER

SCHOLARSHIP

If you are looking to hire interns, entry level positions, or top-level young professionals 
(including graduate students), IEEE-HKN makes it easy for you.

https://www.facebook.com/IEEE.HKN/
https://www.instagram.com/ieee_hkn/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/ieee_etakappanu?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ieee-eta-kappa-nu/


More Than Just GPA
Beyond advanced technical skills, IEEE-HKN students possess the 
highly desired qualities of leadership, communication, and 
presentation skills. Their impeccable character and positive 
attitude are assessed by faculty and peers and are equally as 
important as their grades.

The IEEE-HKN designation is a life-long designation–once 
IEEE-Eta Kappa Nu, always IEEE-Eta Kappa Nu.

Who Will You Reach?

Only JUNIOR, SENIOR AND GRADUATE STUDENTS at the top of their class 

IEEE-HKN STUDENTS are better prepared to enter the workforce

98 100OF THE TOP

Engineering schools in the USA have IEEE-HKN Chapters

265 25
More than

About

REPRESENTS 1,000

REPRESENTS 10,000

CHAPTERS INCLUDING

STUDENTS are 
inducted every year

ACTIVE ALUMNI

INTERNATIONAL CHAPTERS

“
Students we meet through 

IEEE-HKN events are highly motivated 
and capable individuals.” 

PAUL FRAZON, PH.D.,
Fellow IEEE Director of Graduate Programs 

at North Carolina State University

Our students join 
the ranks of some of the 
world’s greatest minds.

• MARY BARRA
CEO General Motors

•  VINT CERF
“A Father of the Internet”

•  MARTIN COOPER
Inventor of the mobile
telephone

•  THELMA ESTRIN
Creator of the WEIZAC
computer

•  DAVID FILO
Co-founder of Yahoo!

•  IRWIN JACOBS
Founder of Qualcomm

•  LEONARD KLEINROCK
“A Father of the Internet”

•  LARRY PAGE
Co-founder of Google

•  HENRY SAMUELI
Co-founder of Broadcom

•  STEVE WOZNIAK
Co-founder of Apple

COVID taught our 
organization how powerful 

bonding time was. Our chapter learned 
we were a resilient group capable of powering 

through many obstacles such as only having access 
to virtual events. Our organization was able to design and 
host virtual office hours and review sessions, social events, 

and company info-sessions. We saw many officers rise up as leaders 
and take ownership in coming up with their own new initiatives 

to replace the in-person events from previous semesters.” 
Reported by officers of the IEEE-HKN Mu Chapter 

at University of California at Berkeley 

3,000

30,000

60
C    MMUNITY SERVICE
IEEE-HKN Students performed hours

in 2020-2021

STEM AND K-12 EDUCATION
completed by the Chapters including programming for

1,500 SERVICE ACTIVITIES

MORE CHAPTERS ARE STARTED EVERY YEAR

https://www.facebook.com/IEEE.HKN/
https://www.instagram.com/ieee_hkn/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/ieee_etakappanu?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ieee-eta-kappa-nu/


The Student Leadership Conference 
2, 3, 6, and 9 OCTOBER 2021

The IEEE-HKN Student Leadership Conference 
(SLC) is the premier Student Conference for top-
flight engineering students that is focused on personal 
development and chapter leadership. This 4-day virtual 
event offers a unique value proposition to industry and 
graduate school recruiters as it puts you in touch with on-
campus leaders and accomplished undergraduate juniors 
and seniors and graduate students. 

Leverage the power of our new, interactive, one-stop 
event platform to get the most out of your sponsorship. 
Our SLC online experience features a reception area; an 
event stage; custom booths in the Expo Hall; breakout 
rooms for small-group networking and one-on-one 
conversations; attendee profiles; interactive networking, 
and embedded chat and video calls. It is mobile friendly 
and you can schedule meetings and interviews without 
having to leave the platform. You will receive conference 
analytics and tickets to attend all sessions.

Clients will be able to sponsor or speak at sessions or 
both. All sessions will be made available for on-demand 
viewing, which multiplies viewership and clicks. Custom 
packages are available.

A recruitment fair, to be held on 6 October 2021, 
in conjunction with the conference, gives employers 
and graduate schools the opportunity to video chat and 
schedule appointments directly with IEEE-HKN’s highly 
motivated and skilled members. 
Secure your booth for 
this event now. 

PLATINUM
1 Available

GOLD
4 Available

SILVER 
8 Available

$10,000 $5,000 $2,500

Exclusive Sponsor of IEEE-HKN 
Awards and Recognition 
Ceremony and Keynote Address 
with marquee recognition in 
conference reception area

• LIVE 9 October 2021

• Full-page ad in THE BRIDGE

• 10 Conference tickets

Exclusive to this level: 

•  Sponsor of two 1-hour Sessions,
one 2-hour Workshop, or a
Networking Event

•  Sessions Available:
2, 3 or 9 October

•  ½-page ad in THE BRIDGE

• 6 Conference tickets

Exclusive to this level:

•  Sponsor of a 1-hour
technical or professional
development session

•  Sessions Available: 2, 3 or 9 October

• ¼-page ad in THE BRIDGE

• 2 Conference tickets

Platinum, Gold and Silver Sponsor Packages Include: 
•  Fully customizable booth (add company profile, logo, photos, video, etc.) in the Expo Hall for full conference

• Host small-group sessions and one-on-one conversations with attendees
• Set your own live booth hours

• Conference Ticket holders can:
•  Create customized profiles on the conference platform. Profile can include video, photos,

clickable links to job postings, and contact information
• Chat, video chat, and schedule meetings with conference attendees
• Access all learning and networking sessions

•  Booth at Recruitment Fair with 2 seats for representatives
(access on 6 October only)

• Clickable logo on the conference website

•  5 conference-specific newsletters sent
via direct email campaign

•  Exclusive social media post for your company
on LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter

• Logo on conference T-shirt

•  Add-on conference tickets are available for
an additional cost

• Conference analytics

Recruitment Fair Only (6 October 2021)
$800
•  Schedule and hold meetings/interviews during Recruitment Fair hours

with conference attendees with live video chat integrations
•  Customized booth (show company profile video, add photos, link to job postings)
•  2 seats in the Recruitment Fair booth
•  Add-on full conference tickets available for an additional cost

The Student Leadership Conference 
PACKAGES and RATES

Contact us to customize a package that meets your goals. Single- and multi-event sponsorships, and 
digital advertising opportunities are available. Contact Christine Cherevko at c.cherevko@ieee.org. 

“
At the IEEE-HKN SLC, I met 

many students who were excited 
to talk to me about Lockheed Martin, 

and I will be sending their information and 
the resume book to our EE hiring managers. 

GREG NIEMAN
Lockheed Martin

The SLC experience is 
something every HKN member should 

be able to have at least once in his 
or her university years. It’s the moment when 

you realize there’s someone else out there who feels part 
of a community exactly like you do, with whom to share interests, 

educational background, experiences, etc. Attending the 
conference is one of the countless benefits of 

being part of that community.” 

Lorenzo Moro, former Chapter Officer 
at the Mu Nu Chapter 
at Politecnico di Torino 

https://www.facebook.com/IEEE.HKN/
https://www.instagram.com/ieee_hkn/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/ieee_etakappanu?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ieee-eta-kappa-nu/
mailto:c.cherevko%40ieee.org?subject=


IEEE-HKN Pathways to Industry 
March-April 2022

The HKN Pathways to Industry is a 3-day virtual 
event that prepares students to enter the workforce 
through career coaching and professional development. 
This event offers a unique value proposition to industry 
recruiters, as it puts you in touch with on-campus leaders 
as well as accomplished undergraduate and graduate 
students seeking internships and first jobs.

Leverage the power of our new, interactive, one-stop 
event platform to get the most out of your sponsorship. 
Our online experience features a reception area; an 
event stage; custom booths in the Expo Hall; breakout 
rooms for small-group networking and one-on-one 
conversations; attendee profiles; interactive networking, 
and embedded chat and video calls. It is mobile friendly 
and you can schedule meetings and interviews without 
having to leave the platform. You will receive conference 
analytics and tickets to attend all sessions.

There are 9 sessions available for sponsorship. Clients 
will be able to sponsor or speak at sessions or both. All 
sessions will be made available for on demand viewing, 
which multiplies viewership and clicks.

A one-day recruitment fair, to be held in conjunction with 
the event, gives employers the opportunity to video chat 
and schedule appointments directly with HKN’s highly 
motivated and skilled members. Secure your booth for 
this event now.

GOLD
3 Available

SILVER 
4 Available

$2,000 $1,000

Exclusive to this level: 

•  Sponsor of a 1-hour technical or professional
development session

•  ½-page ad in THE BRIDGE

• 4 Conference tickets

Exclusive to this level:

•  Panelist on one professional development session

• ¼-page ad in THE BRIDGE

• 2 Conference tickets

Gold and Silver Sponsor Packages Include: 

•  Fully customizable booth (add company profile, logo, photos, video, etc.) in the Expo Hall for full conference

• Host small-group sessions and one-on-one conversations with attendees

• Set your own live booth hours

• Conference Ticket holders can:

•  Create customized profiles on the conference platform. Profile can include video, photos, clickable links
to job postings, and contact information

• Chat, video chat, and schedule meetings with conference attendees

• Access all learning and networking sessions

•  Booth at Recruitment Fair with 2 seats for representatives

• Clickable logo on the conference website

•  5 conference-specific newsletters sent via direct email campaign

•  Exclusive social media post for your company on LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter

•  Add-on conference tickets are available for an additional cost

• Conference analytics

Recruitment Fair Only
$800

•  Schedule and hold meetings/interviews during Recruitment Fair hours with conference attendees
with live video chat integrations

•  Customized booth (show company profile video, add photos, link to job postings)

•  2 seats in the Recruitment Fair booth

•  Add-on full conference tickets available for an additional cost

IEEE-HKN Pathways to Industry 
PACKAGES and RATES

Contact us to customize a package that meets your goals. Single- and multi-event sponsorships, and 
digital advertising opportunities are available. Contact Christine Cherevko at c.cherevko@ieee.org. 

https://www.facebook.com/IEEE.HKN/
https://www.instagram.com/ieee_hkn/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/ieee_etakappanu?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ieee-eta-kappa-nu/
mailto:c.cherevko%40ieee.org?subject=


IEEE-Eta Kappa Nu HKN Experience 
Summer 2022

The HKN Experience (HKNx) is IEEE-HKN’s premier 
professional development and networking event focused 
on career advancement, the latest tech innovations, and 
connecting our global audience with one another and 
industry and academic experts. This 3-day virtual event 
offers a unique value proposition to industry and graduate 
school recruiters as it puts you in touch with HKN’s 
audience of 30,000 top engineering practitioners and 
students.  

Leverage the power of our new, interactive, one-stop 
event platform to get the most out of your sponsorship. 
Our online experience features a reception area; an event 
stage; custom booths in the Expo Hall; breakout rooms for 
small-group networking and one-on-one conversations; 
attendee profiles; interactive networking, and embedded 
chat and video calls. It is mobile friendly and you can 
schedule meetings and interviews without having to leave 
the platform. You will receive conference analytics and 
tickets to attend all sessions.

 Clients will be able to sponsor or speak at sessions or 
both. All sessions will be made available for on-demand 
viewing, which multiplies viewership and clicks. Custom 
packages are available.

A one-day recruitment fair, to be held in conjunction with 
the conference, gives employers and graduate schools 
the opportunity to video chat and schedule appointments 
directly with HKN’s highly motivated and skilled members. 
Secure your booth for 
this event now.

PLATINUM
1 Available

GOLD
4 Available

SILVER 
8 Available

$10,000 $5,000 $2,500

Exclusive Sponsor of IEEE-HKN 
Chapter Awards Celebration 
and Keynote Address with 
marquee recognition in conference 
reception area

• Full-page ad in THE BRIDGE

• 10 Conference tickets

Exclusive to this level: 

•  Sponsor of two 1-hour Sessions,
one 2-hour Workshop, or a
Networking Event

•  ½ page ad in THE BRIDGE

• 6 Conference tickets

Exclusive to this level:

•  Sponsor of a 1-hour
technical or professional
development session

• ¼ page ad in THE BRIDGE

• 2 Conference ticket

Platinum, Gold and Silver Sponsor Packages Include: 

•  Fully customizable booth (add company profile, logo, photos, video, etc.) in the Expo Hall for full conference

• Host small-group sessions and one-on-one conversations with attendees

• Set your own live booth hours

• Conference Ticket holders can:

•  Create customized profiles on the conference plat form. Profile can include video, photos, clickable links
to job postings, and contact information

• Chat, video chat, and schedule meetings with conference attendees

• Access all learning and networking sessions

•  Booth at Recruitment Fair with 2 seats for representatives

• Clickable logo on the conference website

•  5 conference-specific newsletters sent via direct email campaign

•  Exclusive social media post for your company on LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter

•  Add-on conference tickets are available for an additional cost

• Conference analytics

Recruitment Fair Only
$800

•  Schedule and hold meetings/interviews during Recruitment Fair hours with conference attendees
with live video chat integrations

•  Customized booth (show company profile video, add photos, link to job postings)

•  2 seats in the Recruitment Fair booth

•  Add-on full conference tickets available for an additional cost

IEEE-Eta Kappa Nu HKN Experience 
PACKAGES and RATES

Contact us to customize a package that meets your goals. Single- and multi-event sponsorships, and 
digital advertising opportunities are available. Contact Christine Cherevko at c.cherevko@ieee.org. 

“
 I have been receiving the daily 

events that IEEE-HKN runs. It is most 
impressive, and I compliment you and 
your team on putting together so much 

content and programming.” 

LEONARD KLEINROCK,
A Father of the Internet and HKN Eminent 

Member, in a note about the 
IEEE-HKN Experience 2020

https://www.facebook.com/IEEE.HKN/
https://www.instagram.com/ieee_hkn/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/ieee_etakappanu?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ieee-eta-kappa-nu/
mailto:c.cherevko%40ieee.org?subject=


Recruit Talent and Reach IEEE-HKN’s Exclusive Audience 
of Top Electrical and Computer Engineers and Computer Scientists

THE BRIDGE
Advertorial Packages and Rates

FREQUENCY: Three times per year
READERSHIP: 30,000 of the top engineering students and practitioners

THE BRIDGE, the award-winning digital magazine of IEEE-Eta Kappa Nu, publishes three 
times a year. It’s a perfect platform to promote your company or university to IEEE-HKN 
members. Each issue is delivered via email to 30,000 of the top undergrad and graduate 
students and young and seasoned professionals in the IEEE fields of interest.

We have opportunities for advertorials and ads in the main publication and special 
opportunities in our Graduate Research Spotlight section. 

In addition to the current circulation of THE BRIDGE, IEEE-HKN inducts over 3,000 new 
top engineering students each year, which increases the ability to impact an important–
and ever growing–demographic.

THE BRIDGE is downloadable from the HKN.org website and the IEEE app 
Year-round. (THE BRIDGE is the 2nd most downloaded publication on the IEEE app)

ALL CATEGORIES ALSO INCLUDE:

•  A permanent link to your URL on the HKN.org
THE BRIDGE page

•  A direct link to your ad in the distribution email

•  Your logo in the HKN Student newsletter distributed
in the month after THE BRIDGE is published
(if you purchase an ad in one issue, your logo and
link is included in 1 newsletter; 2 issues = 2 newsletters;
3 issues = 3 newsletters)

ADVERTORIAL
500 TO 750 WORDS*

FULL-PAGE 
DISPLAY AD

HALF-PAGE 
DISPLAY AD

QUARTER-PAGE 
OR BANNER 
DISPLAY AD

with clickable link to URL of Advertiser’s choosing

 FREQUENCY /  COST PER ISSUE

1X 2X 3X 1X 2X 3X 1X 2X 3X 1X 2X 3X

$2622 $2522 $2422 $2272 $2172 $2072 $1188 $1138 $1088 $605 $580 $555

Recruit Talent and Reach IEEE-HKN’s Exclusive Audience 
of Top Electrical and Computer Engineers and Computer Scientists

THE BRIDGE ADVERTORIAL PACKAGES AND RATES
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8 Tips for Handling a Job Search 
While Working Full-Time 
Marie Donlon

Job searches tend to be stressful no 
matter what the circumstances, and this 
is no less true for those looking for a job 
who already work full-time.

Conducting a job search while gainfully 
employed requires a certain amount of 
stealth and precision to keep a current 
employer from finding out that a valued 
employee is looking for employment 
elsewhere. Worst case scenario is that a 
current employer might view the search 
for employment elsewhere as an act of 
deception or disloyalty to the company; 
and such an act may encourage that 
employer to begin his or her own 
search—for a replacement. 

Following is a list of dos and don’ts to 
consider when conducting a job search 
while already employed. 

1. Avoid advertising it
A job search should be conducted discreetly 
when an applicant is already employed. That 
means those in search of a new job should not 
announce it on LinkedIn or on any other social 
media platforms where it could get back to a 
current employer. Likewise, applicants should 
not post their resumes on job boards in their 
industry. The internet can be 
a very small world; treat it as such.

2.  Do not use employer time 
or equipment to search

While it might be difficult, avoid conducting a job 
search during work hours as much as possible. 
Likewise, avoid conducting a search using 
company equipment. Job searches conducted 
using a work-issued laptop or other device will 
undoubtedly be tracked by the IT department of 
a current employer. 

3.  Interview outside traditional 
work hours

An attentive boss will notice an uncharacteristic 
spate of mid-day appointments and potentially 
unearth what an employee is up to. As such, 
it makes sense to schedule job interviews 
either before the start of a workday or at 
the completion of the workday. Prospective 
employers may also be willing to accommodate 
requests for lunch time interviews. Also 
consider taking a personal or vacation day for 
such interviews as well or to schedule several 
interviews for one day.

4.  Dress for the job you have, 
not the one you want

If feasible, avoid going to a current job dressed 
for a job interview if those clothes are not typical 
of what is worn day-to-day in the current office. 
Dressing more professionally than usual might 
attract the attention of coworkers or supervisors. 
To avoid detection by a nosy co-worker or 
supervisor, wear standard attire to work and 
change elsewhere ahead of an interview.

5.  Use references from previous jobs, 
not from a current job

Do not list a current coworker, boss or anyone 
else at a current employer as a reference. 
Regardless of intention, word could get out 
that a valued employee is preparing to leave, 
which could trigger a host of unexpected—and 
potentially unwanted—events to unfold.

6. Ask for discretion
Most prospective employers will understand 
that an employee requires a certain amount of 
discretion during a job search. Do not hesitate 
to ask a prospective employer from keeping 
that information from a current employer and 
anyone else associated with that employer.

7. Keep at it
Regardless of what else is going on with the 
job search, try to maintain previous levels of 
workplace productivity. There is no telling what 
could happen by not completing current work-
related tasks around the timing of an interview. 
Inevitably, being passed over for a new job 
will leave an employee in their current one. 
Employees should avoid jeopardizing future 
reviews, recommendations and any goodwill 
built up during their employment history by 
maintaining the status quo.

8. Do not badmouth
Badmouthing a current or previous employer 
is never a good strategy and prospective 
employers tend to take notice, perhaps 
envisioning that same conversation being 
had about them at some future date. Such 
behavior will reflect more on the candidate than 
on the candidate’s previous employer. Avoid 
badmouthing them at all costs.

Job searching while employed should be conducted stealthily.

Sponsored Content

SPONSORED BY:Summary
Perhaps what is most important to keep in 
mind while looking for a new employer while 
maintaining employment at a current one is 
to realize that not every job interview ends in 
a job offer. As such, it is critical to keep this 
information as private as possible.

Multidisciplinary 
Research Areas

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES

INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS

MACHINE LEARNING

DATA SCIENCE

ROBOTICS

BIOMEDICAL

HEALTH CARE DELIVERY

CYBERSECURITY

At WPI your graduate work will 
cross disciplines in a community 
dedicated to delivering exceptional 
research experiences. With engaged 
advisors and mentors, students 
pursue inquiry grounded in solving 
complex real-world problems. Your 
discoveries are supported from idea 
to lab to marketplace.

MS and PhD Programs
• Electrical and Computer Engineering
• Computer Science
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• Biomedical Engineering

Admissions Information
• Previous MS may count toward PhD
• GRE not required to apply
• Fellowship/TA/RA funding availablewpi.edu
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YOUR FUTURE 
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Graduate programs at NC State provide a variety of excellent 
education and research opportunities for outstanding students 
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students for their future—and with over 150 active research 
grants, our faculty and students are inventing tomorrow.
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A New Way to Reach and Recruit IEEE-HKN Graduate Students

THE BRIDGE GRADUATE RESEARCH SP  TLIGHT 
ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES and RATES
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Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems typically consist of a reader and a tag. The tag can provide identification 
information and/or information about the environment, such as temperature and humidity. Chipless RFID is a subset 
of the RFID field where these tags don’t have any power source or electronics. Instead, their information is “stored” in 
their structure - that is they’re designed to scatter in a specific way when interrogated with an electromagnetic wave. This 
scattered response can be viewed in the time-, frequency-, or spatial-domain and a binary code can be assigned to it. 
Changing the structure of the tag or the environment that the tag is in produces changes in this binary code, and in this 
way identification or sensing can be performed. The wireless passive nature of this technology results in less expensive 
and less invasive sensors, which can allow for more comprehensive monitoring of structures.
Katelyn’s work, supported by a NASA Space Technology Research 
Fellowship, has more specifically examined how chipless RFID tags can 
be used for structural health monitoring applications in the space and 
aerospace realms. She has developed new tags that can be used for 
microwave materials characterization and rotation sensing, examined inkjet-
printing for tag manufacturing, and developed new measurement methods
to address some of the current challenges in the chipless RFID field. 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems typically consist of a reader and 
a tag. The tag can provide identification information and/or information about 
the environment, such as temperature and humidity. Chipless RFID is a subset 
of the RFID field where these tags don’t have any power source or electronics. 
Instead, their information is “stored” in their structure - that is they’re designed 
to scatter in a specific way when interrogated with an electromagnetic wave. 
This scattered response can be viewed in the time-, frequency-, or spatial-
domain and a binary code can be assigned to it. Changing the structure of the 
tag or the environment that the tag is in produces changes in this binary code, 
and in this way identification or sensing can be performed. The wireless passive 
nature of this technology results in less expensive and less invasive sensors, 
which can allow for more comprehensive monitoring of structures.
Katelyn’s work, supported by a NASA Space Technology Research Fellowship, 
has more specifically examined how chipless RFID tags can be used for 
structural health monitoring applications in the space and aerospace realms. 
She has developed new tags that can be used for microwave materials 
characterization and rotation sensing, examined inkjet-printing for tag 
manufacturing, and developed new measurement methods to address 
some of the current challenges in the chipless RFID field. 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems typically consist of a reader and a tag. The tag can 
provide identification information and/or information about the environment, such as temperature 
and humidity. Chipless RFID is a subset of the RFID field where these tags don’t have any power 
source or electronics. Instead, their information is “stored” in their structure - that is they’re designed 
to scatter in a specific way when interrogated with an electromagnetic wave. This scattered response 
can be viewed in the time-, frequency-, or spatial-domain and a binary code can be assigned to 
it. Changing the structure of the tag or the environment that the tag is in produces changes in this 
binary code, and in this way identification or sensing can be performed. The wireless passive nature 
of this technology results in less expensive and less invasive sensors, which can allow for more 
comprehensive monitoring of structures.
Katelyn’s work, supported by a NASA Space Technology Research Fellowship, has more specifically 
examined how chipless RFID tags can be used for structural health monitoring applications in the 
space and aerospace realms. She has developed new tags that can be used for microwave materials 
characterization and rotation sensing, examined inkjet-printing for tag manufacturing, and developed 
new measurement methods to address some of the current challenges in the chipless RFID field. 

Katelyn Brinker
Gamma Theta, Ph.D., Student, Electrical Engineering, Iowa State University

Katelyn Brinker
Gamma Theta, Ph.D.
Student, Electrical Engineering
Iowa State University

Katelyn Brinker
Gamma Theta, Ph.D.

Student, 
Electrical Engineering

Iowa State University
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Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems typically consist of a reader and a tag. The tag can provide identification 
information and/or information about the environment, such as temperature and humidity. Chipless RFID is a subset 
of the RFID field where these tags don’t have any power source or electronics. Instead, their information is “stored” in 
their structure - that is they’re designed to scatter in a specific way when interrogated with an electromagnetic wave. This 
scattered response can be viewed in the time-, frequency-, or spatial-domain and a binary code can be assigned to it. 
Changing the structure of the tag or the environment that the tag is in produces changes in this binary code, and in this 
way identification or sensing can be performed. The wireless passive nature of this technology results in less expensive 
and less invasive sensors, which can allow for more comprehensive monitoring of structures.
Katelyn’s work, supported by a NASA Space Technology Research 
Fellowship, has more specifically examined how chipless RFID tags can 
be used for structural health monitoring applications in the space and 
aerospace realms. She has developed new tags that can be used for 
microwave materials characterization and rotation sensing, examined inkjet-
printing for tag manufacturing, and developed new measurement methods
to address some of the current challenges in the chipless RFID field. 
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Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems typically consist of a reader and a tag. The tag can provide identification
information and/or information about the environment, such as temperature and humidity. Chipless RFID is a subset
of the RFID field where these tags don’t have any power source or electronics. Instead, their information is “stored” in
their structure - that is they’re designed to scatter in a specific way when interrogated with an electromagnetic wave. This
scattered response can be viewed in the time-, frequency-, or spatial-domain and a binary code can be assigned to it.
Changing the structure of the tag or the environment that the tag is in produces changes in this binary code, and in this
way identification or sensing can be performed. The wireless passive nature of this technology results in less expensive
and less invasive sensors, which can allow for more comprehensive monitoring of structures.
Katelyn’s work, supported by a NASA Space Technology Research
Fellowship, has more specifically examined how chipless RFID tags can
be used for structural health monitoring applications in the space and
aerospace realms. She has developed new tags that can be used for
microwave materials characterization and rotation sensing, examined inkjet-
printing for tag manufacturing, and developed new measurement methods
to address some of the current challenges in the chipless RFID field.
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of the RFID field where these tags don’t have any power source or electronics. Instead, their information is “stored” in 
their structure - that is they’re designed to scatter in a specific way when interrogated with an electromagnetic wave. This 
scattered response can be viewed in the time-, frequency-, or spatial-domain and a binary code can be assigned to it. 
Changing the structure of the tag or the environment that the tag is in produces changes in this binary code, and in this 
way identification or sensing can be performed. The wireless passive nature of this technology results in less expensive 
and less invasive sensors, which can allow for more comprehensive monitoring of structures.
Katelyn’s work, supported by a NASA Space Technology Research 
Fellowship, has more specifically examined how chipless RFID tags can 
be used for structural health monitoring applications in the space and 
aerospace realms. She has developed new tags that can be used for 
microwave materials characterization and rotation sensing, examined inkjet-
printing for tag manufacturing, and developed new measurement methods
to address some of the current challenges in the chipless RFID field. 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems typically consist of a reader and a 
tag. The tag can provide identification information and/or information about the 
environment, such as temperature and humidity. Chipless RFID is a subset of the 
RFID field where these tags don’t have any power source or electronics. Instead, their 
information is “stored” in their structure - that is they’re designed to scatter in a specific 
way when interrogated with an electromagnetic wave. This scattered response can be 
viewed in the time-, frequency-, or spatial-domain and a binary code can be assigned 
to it. Changing the structure of the tag or the environment that the tag is in produces 
changes in this binary code, and in this way identification or sensing can be performed. 
The wireless passive nature of this technology results in less expensive and less 
invasive sensors, which can allow for more comprehensive monitoring of structures.

Katelyn’s work, supported by a NASA Space Technology Research Fellowship, has 
more specifically examined how chipless RFID tags can be used for structural health 
monitoring applications in the space and aerospace realms. 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems typically consist of a reader and a tag. The tag can
provide identification information and/or information about the environment, such as temperature
and humidity. Chipless RFID is a subset of the RFID field where these tags don’t have any power
source or electronics. Instead, their information is “stored” in their structure - that is they’re designed
to scatter in a specific way when interrogated with an electromagnetic wave. This scattered response
can be viewed in the time-, frequency-, or spatial-domain and a binary code can be assigned to
it. Changing the structure of the tag or the environment that the tag is in produces changes in this
binary code, and in this way identification or sensing can be performed. The wireless passive nature
of this technology results in less expensive and less invasive sensors, which can allow for more
comprehensive monitoring of structures.
Katelyn’s work, supported by a NASA Space Technology Research Fellowship, has more specifically
examined how chipless RFID tags can be used for structural health monitoring applications in the
space and aerospace realms. She has developed new tags that can be used for microwave materials
characterization and rotation sensing, examined inkjet-printing for tag manufacturing, and developed
new measurement methods to address some of the current challenges in the chipless RFID field.
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IEEE-HKN Recruitment Fairs 
Held Three Times a Year

Recruit from IEEE-HKN’s rich talent pool during these one-day events held three times a year. Our current virtual 
event enables industry and graduate school recruiters the opportunity to schedule and meet with candidates via 
chat and video chat.

$800 per booth

•  Schedule and hold meetings/interviews during Recruitment Fair hours with live video chat integrations

•  Customized booth (show company profile video, add photos, link to job postings)

•  2 seats in the Recruitment Fair booth

*The 2021 Recruitment Fair will be held in conjunction with the 2021 Student Leadership Conference.

https://www.facebook.com/IEEE.HKN/
https://www.instagram.com/ieee_hkn/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/ieee_etakappanu?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ieee-eta-kappa-nu/
mailto:c.cherevko%40ieee.org?subject=
mailto:c.cherevko%40ieee.org?subject=
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